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The Mahabharata is the second of two great Indian epics of love, the other being the Ramayana. We should note
that there are 100,000 verses in the Mahabharata that are not in the Ramayana. The Mahabharata is nearly 3.000

years old and is nearly ten times larger than the Iliad and the Odyssey combined. If you are looking for the
Bhagavad Gita, which is a part of the Mahabharata, you can find our selections of Gitas here: Bhagavad Gita. We

also have the Mahabharata in a single volume ebook, the comprehensive Ganguli translation of the Mahabharata, if
you prefer just one huge file. Sanskrits translated directly from the original Sanskrit The original Sanskrit is a living
language. We have to translate from the original Sanskrit rather than take the literal English translation from the
word. For example, the word for sky in Sanskrit is Deva-giri. We translate it into sky or heaven. In the Ramayana,

the hero-epic of the Indian origin, the hero Ramayana is often translated as son or son rather than the real meaning
of Deva-giri. hi,very good website,really enjoyed surfing it. I would like to ask if you have books in sanskrit for exam

preparation. I am having the IB class 12 exams and want to prepare from sanskrit books. I know you have the
section dedicated for that but the books are very old published around 1890 1920. Not to mention that they are not

useful, however, looking for something later. I had learned Sanskrit in my school days and am looking to teach to
my daughter. We had grammar books in Devanagari script and I am looking for same. It should teach about Sandhi,

Samas, Vibhakati etc.
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as per the epic, the rama-sita-
lakshmana stories are related to
ravana’s abduction of sita. sita is
the daughter of janaka, king of
mithila. rama is the hero of the

epic and lakshmana is his
companion. rama is the ruler of
the city of ayodhya, where the

ramayana is set. the events of the
ramayana are set in ancient
ayodhya. it is also called the

ancient city of ayodhya. as per the
epic, sita was kidnapped by

ravana, the king of lanka, and
then taken to lanka by him. sita

was the wife of rama. when
lakshmana heard this news, he
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went to lanka, with a group of
followers, and rescued his sister-in-
law from ravana. lakshmana also

killed ravana. after ravana’s
death, sita was returned to

ayodhya, along with the golden
deer. the ramayana is thus set in
the city of ayodhya. the epic talks

about the battle between rama
and ravana. sita was abducted by

ravana after she was taken to
lanka. lakshmana killed ravana
and rescued sita from him. the

battle between rama and ravana
was fought in lanka. a good

character of ravana was that he
won the war against rama, but
when he was trying to get his

brother, he was killed by rama.
the epic is a reflection of rama,
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sita and lakshmana. the ramayana
is thus considered the epic of the
three characters. the ramayana is
also referred to as the epic of the
three cities – ayodhya, mathura

and varanasi. the ramayana is set
in the ancient city of ayodhya. as
per the epic, it was compiled by

valmiki. the ancient city of
ayodhya is also considered as the
abode of lord vishnu. it was the
capital of the kingdom of kosala.
the capital of kosala was located

near the confluence of two rivers –
ganga and yamuna. the river

yamuna is also considered as the
river of salvation. the epic was
composed in sanskrit language.

the ramayana is considered as the
oldest epic in india. at the time of
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valmiki, the story of ram and sita
was popular. in this, the epic was

also a reflection of the
relationship between the hindu
goddess durga and the demon

king ravana. 5ec8ef588b
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